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Bulkers head for recycling as boxship scrapping
deals increase
Capesize and panamax bulk carriers committed for scrap, while a 43-year-old LPG tanker
realises $12.5m from as-is recycling sale

by  robert.willmington@lloydslistintelligence.com

Cash buyer GMS reports an increasing number of negotiations taking place for the recycling of bulk carriers
and boxships

BULK carriers made up the majority of recent ship-recycling sales, while a 43-year-old lique�ed petroleum
gas tanker has been committed for demolition.

“India has been the chief market of most industry players attention of late as they continue to secure any of
the, admittedly, small number of recycling units available so far for the year while competing Bangladesh and
Pakistan continue to suffer on account of their letter of credit limitations,” said cash buyer GMS.

“Now that the Chinese New Year holidays have concluded, the expected bounce in freight markets has yet to
materialise so an increased number of dry bulk and container units have come under serious negotiations for
recycling.”
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LPG TANKER GAS SPIRIT 1 HAS BEEN SOLD FOR RECYCLING FOR $600 PER

LDT.
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There are many containerships being negotiated for recycling and which are being worked for strictly Hong
Kong Convention recycling.

India, as the provider of the majority of HKC recycling yards, will be the main bene�ciary of these sales.

The �rming of prices for steel plate in all of the big ship recycling nations is driving up prices for vessel
demolition candidates and “several deals have been concluded off the back of these improved numbers”, said
GMS.
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Recent sales of vessels for recycling included the 75,000 cu m capacity LPG tanker Gas Spirit I (IMO: 7411569).
The 1980-built ship was built by Finnish shipbuilder Wärtsilä, originally for Golar LNG. It has been sold

by Benelux Overseas, of Greece, on an as-is basis with delivery at Fujairah at a price of $600 per light
displacement tonne. This has netted the seller circa $12.5m.

Taipei’s Eddie Steamship is reported by brokers to have sold the 2003-built, 176,000 dwt capesize SAMC

Responsibility (IMO: 9220237) on an as-is basis at Singapore, while United Arab Emirates shipowner Al Rafedain
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Marine Services sold a 1999-built panamax bulk carrier to Bangladesh breakers. This 73,800 dwt ship was sold

for $535 per ldt.
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